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Dear Andrew,

KT Andrews 0
WO Nelson .6.
JOE Fisher
PF Swee.ney
RJ Jeremiah e
NS Mathison Cl
LJ Drever Ill
RP Anderson
GJ Miller
KM Henderson l!I
NL Carr
GND Simmonds I>
RE Morris Ci>

+

Further to our discussion of 10 October 1997 I
confirm thatc'---'-'--'-'--'-'----'-'-'...__._'-"'-,...,er 1997, Philipa Beeson and
I met with BIR
at Glamorgan.
I note in
~ that BIR
now
to spell his surname

~

was

accompanied by his solicitors; Rebecca
~noch of Carew Counsel and a barrister retained
on his behalf; Andrew Ingram.
The discussion was on a without prejudice
with a view to attempting to resolve the
whichlBIR
lhas made against the School.

basis
claim

Initially,
there
was
c6nsiderable
di~cussion
concerning the liabili~of the School, it being
suggested on behalf of BIR
that the School had an
obligation
to
require
eachers
to
seek
the
permission of the School before having any dealing
with students outside normal School hours.
It was
pointed out on behalf of the School that if a
teacher engages in crimi~duct, which is the
conduct alleged against BIM
it can hardly be
expected that such a teac er would comply with any
obligation to seek authority of the School before
having contact with a student outside School hours.
It can be inferred from the above discussion that
lawyers are well aware of the potential
~culties
associated with a claim involving
incidents which occurred on a weekend when neither
IBTRl nor IBIM
I were under the supervision or
~ol of the School.

IBTRr s

Consultant
Lawyers
WJ Backhouse
RFL Annois AM
PRLSmith D
DG Ley e

Senior Lawyers
KJ O'Donnell
CJ Twigg II
JG Rutherford T
RB Edmonds J.0
LJ Hunt
Jl Healey •!•
DA Nelson
RO Payne
AM Barker •!•

Specialist
Accreditations

0

Arbitration &
Mediation
O Business Law
0 Wills & Estates
J.. Environmental
Planning & Local
Government Law
Ill Family Law
+Commercial
Litigation
T Criminal Law
•!•Personal Injury

law

Other Offices at:
Melbourne

Werribee

Torquay

Leval 3, 155 Queen St. Mell10urne 3000
OX 5 71 Melbourne
TGlcphonc (03) 9602 3888
Facsimile (03) 9602 4322

1O Station St. DX 30262 Wcrribee
PO Box 208 Wcrribce 3030
relcphone (OJ} 97~ 1 0077
Facsimile (8.1} 97·12 548'.l

25 Pearl SL Torquay
PO Box 20 I Torquay 3?28
Tclept1one (03) 526 i 4 707
f'acs1m'lie (03) 5261 5166
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After discussion as to ~-es of liability, attention was
turned to the amount of ~ s claim. Discussion in relation
to the claim might be summarised as follows:
1.

Copy reports were provided from Ann Cebon of 8 and 11
September 1997 and Associate Professor Isaac Schweitzer
of
l
October 1997. Copies
of
these
reports are
enclosed.

2.

~ has
already spent approximately $12,765.00 in
~ving treatment from Cebon which costs approximately

$95.00 per visit.

It is anticipated that IBTRl will require at least an
extra 2 or 3 years of--------c-rJatment which his lawyers
estimate· to b~ a total cost of approximately $14,250.00.
3.

IBIR I is

currently
recently graduated.

employed

as

an

architect,

having

It took IBTRl an additional 2 years to complete the usual
5
year~rse
at
RMIT
and
he
currently
earns
approximately $23,400.00 net per annum and it is alleged
that at least an allowance of one years loss of income
should be made as a consequence of the difficulties
experienced by ~in completing his course due to the
alleged sexual ~.
'l'his is suggested to represent a figure for loss of
earnings which the School should pay of $25,000.00 net.
4.

It is acknowledged by iBTRl' s lawyers _that his claim .is
not of ~he more seriou~e of sexual abuse and, when
assessing general damages, it is said that a figure of
$25,000.00 would be appropriate.

5.

An allowance for legal costs is also sought.

6.

The total amount claimed, including costs of past and
future treatment, loss of earnings, general damages and
legal costs is $80,000.00.

I specifically raise the issue as to whether any~nuiry had
been made of IBIM
I and was informed that neither BIR nor his
lawyers had any clear grasp of iBTIVfl's asset posit
.
It was
pointed out that the School ~rred the conduct alleged
against IBIM
I and queried why it was felt more important to
make con-cact: with the School than IBIM
directly.
I suggest
that the response to this quest±uu i e lly lies in Cebon' s
report of 8 September 1997 and I particular refer you to the
final paragraph on page 2.

j

I indicated on behalf of the School that it was always
concerned with the welfare of former students and was prepared
to consider sympathetically assistance in relation to the cost
of any treatment or indeed any other assistance which it could
provide.
I· had raised the question of assisting ~ with
employment if he was unemployed but fortunately it is not
RJ\ :rjr/4/ocll 7ra
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necessary
to
employment.

pursue

this

further

due·

to

his

current

The matter was left on the basis that I would deal with Andrew
Ingram and I have indicated to him that it may take some time
to come back with a response.
~ink

it is reasonably clear from the discussions with
lawyers that they are nit ab~e to throw any light on
any earlier incident involvingBIM
I and
appear unaware of
the circumstances in which he previously left the School's
employment.

~'s

As a cortsequence of th~ discussion on 8 October 1997 I make
the following suggestions:
a.

As

it appears from the reports that Cebon is to a
'derable extent one of the motivating factors behind
s
claim,
I suggest that we should obtain an
e endent
s chiatric . re o t.
It
may
also
be
necessary to supp ement this with a report from a
psychotherapist experienced in sexual abuse matters.

It
will
also
be
necessary
qualifications of Cebon.

to

establish

the

While I will need the consent of ~'s lawyers I would
expect they will agree to ~ ~itting himself to
independent review given their apparent desire to seek
to resolve this matter without the need to issue legal
.proceedings.
b.

?

It would appropriate to ma.ke~n
u · ries as to any
property or other assets which BIM
might have to at
•
least provide an opportunity, i
possi le, to defray any~~
costs or expense which the School might incur.

p:,ol ,

c.

Given
the long standing nature of ~ s
alleged
condition it would be appropriate to con~ his School
records,
which
may
provide
some
assistance
in
establishing other possible causes, or the manifestation
of any anxiety or depress~ated condition, prior to
the alleged incident with ~--J
I suggest the School search its records, if it has not
already done so, to ascertain whether or not it still
holds any records in relation to ~·

d.

The
insurer
sh~ obviously
be
notified of the
discussions with E_J.
Having notified the insurer of
the current discussions I can discuss with you further
what action should be taken in relation to seeking
recovery from the insurer should it continue to refuse
indemnity.

e.

Cons is tent wi. th the adv ice of Brian Bourke, we should
continue to discuss resolution of the claim with IBTR1 s
lawyers.
Subject to your instructions to the cont-ra.-ri I
1
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assume that the School would continue to prefer to resolve the
claim by negotiation rather than litigation.
In summary, my impression is that IBIR I clearly suffers from
some disorder, which Schweitzer has diagnosed as anxiety
depressive.
Whether or not this fiisordel is associated with
the alleged incident involving _BIM
_ is still open to
conjecture, noting that Schweitzer at page 3 of his report
says that there is no direct ca.use or relationship between
sexual abuse
in childhood and a particular psychiatric
syndrome and Cebon, in her prognosis at page 3 of her report
of 8 September 1997,
indic~ that
sexual abuse is a
significant contribution to ~'s emotional difficulties
(which may meari there are other causes).
My perception of the approach by IBIM I's lawyers was that the
claim was not dealt with extravagantly and there would be the
prospect of achieving a realistic settlement for a figure
which in my view should be significantly below $80,000.00.
When you have had the chance to consider this letter would you
please telephone me to discuss this matter further.
With kind regards,

£0/cJ

---·

RICHARD ANDERSON
cc.
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Philipa Beeson

